RESPONSE TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR ON CONTEMPORARY FORMS OF SLAVERY, INCLUDING ITS CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES FOR NGOS AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS ON DOMESTIC SERVITUDE OF MIGRANT WOMEN AND GIRLS

18 May 2018

Justice Centre Hong Kong ("Justice Centre") makes the following submissions to the Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery, including its causes and consequences, Urmila Bhoola, in response to her questionnaire on domestic servitude of migrant women and girls.

Question 1

Please provide information on your organisation and its work with migrant domestic workers who became victims of contemporary forms of slavery, including the countries in which you work on this issue.

Justice Centre Hong Kong ("Justice Centre") is a local NGO in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, China ("Hong Kong") working to protect the rights of refugees and asylum seekers, victims of torture, trafficking and/or forced labour and other people seeking protection. We provide legal support services to individuals seeking protection in Hong Kong as well as psycho-social support. Building on the experiences of the clients we serve, as well as on our engagement with the wider sector, we also undertake research and policy work, advocating for systemic change in Hong Kong. In March 2016, we published the results of a year-long study estimating the prevalence of forced labour and trafficking for the purpose of forced labour amongst migrant domestic workers in the city.\(^1\) In December 2017, we released the results of a project exploring the refugee-trafficking nexus amongst Justice Centre clients.\(^2\)

Question 2

A. Please characterise the legal and/or policy frameworks relevant to the protection of migrant domestic workers subject to contemporary forms of slavery, as well as any global trends you would like to highlight. Please include information about provisions criminalising contemporary forms of slavery, those that might establish distinct rights and/or restrictions for domestic workers, including migrant domestic workers (in regards to, for instance, salary, working hours, freedom of movement, freedom of association, limited freedom to change employers, etc.), as well

\(^1\) Justice Centre Hong Kong, Coming Clean: The Prevalence of Forced Labour and Human Trafficking for the Purpose of Forced Labour amongst Migrant Domestic Workers in Hong Kong. March 2016: http://justicecentre.org.hk/comingclean/

as measures to identify and support migrant domestic workers who are or were victims of contemporary forms of slavery.

B. Please include specific references to the source of law when possible.

Legal and policy frameworks relevant to contemporary forms of slavery in Hong Kong are highly restrictive. Hong Kong is not a signatory to the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons Especially Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (‘Palermo Protocol’). Although China is a signatory, Hong Kong has not requested that coverage of the Protocol be extended to cover the territory.\(^3\) It is therefore under no obligation under international law to have any laws relating to human trafficking or align its definition of human trafficking with the international standards outlined in the Palermo Protocol. Current Hong Kong legislation defines human trafficking only in terms of transnational sex work and does not require any element of force, fraud, or coercion.\(^4\) In addition, although the 1930 Forced Labour Convention applies to Hong Kong\(^5\) and the Hong Kong Bill of Rights Ordinance Article 4 states that “no one shall be held in slavery; slavery and the slave-trade in all their forms shall be prohibited,” that “no one shall be held in servitude,” and that “no one shall be required to perform forced or compulsory labour,”\(^6\) there are no criminal sanctions against forced or compulsory labour, servitude or human trafficking.\(^7\) There are no victim protection provisions in legislation either.

As of 2017, there were about 370,000 migrant domestic workers in Hong Kong\(^8\) constituting roughly 4.7% of the population of the city and 8.9% of total working population.\(^9\) Most are from the Philippines.


and Indonesia but approximately 3% are from Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, India, Thailand and Myanmar.\textsuperscript{10} 98.8% of them were women as of 2016.\textsuperscript{11}

Hong Kong has a formal labour migration scheme for domestic workers with a number of regulations controlling their employment conditions. There is a minimum monthly wage (which is less than that enjoyed by other workers),\textsuperscript{12} a mandated weekly rest day and free public health care.\textsuperscript{13} Employment agencies must be registered and the fees they can charge are capped at 10% of the first month's wages.\textsuperscript{14} There is a Standard Employment Contract, which must be submitted to the Immigration Department.\textsuperscript{15} By law, migrant domestic workers must also be given a copy of their contract.\textsuperscript{16} There is paid annual leave, paid statutory public holidays, paid return trips to their home country, and parental leave and protection.\textsuperscript{17} As with other employees in Hong Kong, they are not entitled to maximum or standard working hours.

However, migrant domestic workers are also subject to a number of unique requirements, over many of which various treaty bodies have shown concern over. The “two-week rule” dictates that migrant domestic workers are required to leave Hong Kong upon completion of their contract or within 14 days of the date of termination of their contract.\textsuperscript{18} This means that migrant domestic workers must scramble to find alternative employment in Hong Kong within this limited timeframe. The migrant domestic worker migration scheme is also a tied-visa scheme, where the immigration status of migrant domestic workers

---


\textsuperscript{10} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{14} Sections 50(3) and 57, Employment Ordinance, Cap 57.

\textsuperscript{15} Immigration Department, Hong Kong, “Employment Contract for a Domestic Helper Recruited from Outside Hong Kong - English Version”.

\textsuperscript{16} Section 44(3), Employment Ordinance, Cap 57.

\textsuperscript{17} Immigration Department, Hong Kong, “Employment Contract for a Domestic Helper Recruited from Outside Hong Kong - English Version” and section 12, Employment Ordinance, Cap 57.

is attached to the employer who has signed their contract. Migrant domestic workers are not permitted to change employers without first leaving Hong Kong, except on a discretionary basis and under very specific circumstances. Unlike other employees, migrant domestic workers are not afforded retirement protection.20

The “live-in” requirement, introduced in 2003, dictates that migrant domestic workers must work and reside in the employer’s residence in Hong Kong.21 This is Clause 3 of the SEC, making both employers and migrant domestic workers liable for breaches. Migrant domestic workers have reported that this live-in requirement contributed to abuse.22 It blurs work and rest time and raises privacy concerns.

The Human Rights Committee has shown regret over the Hong Kong Government’s refusal to repeal the live-in requirement.23 The Hong Kong Government’s response was that this requirement is the raison d’etre and cornerstone of the foreign domestic helper importation policy and that it would not propose to repeal it.24 The Hong Kong Government also sees the requirement as a measure to protect the local labour force and avoid potential pressure on demand for private housing.25

---

25 ibid.
This is exacerbated by the fact that in projecting Hong Kong’s population and number of households, the Hong Kong Government uses population figures that exclude migrant domestic workers. There is no planning therefore to give space for migrant domestic workers to live. Also, while employers must submit in the SEC a description of the accommodation they will provide for the migrant domestic worker, there is no inspection undertaken at any point by either the Labour or Immigration Departments to verify that the provided accommodation is suitable or in line with the original submission.

Finally, whereas most other migrants who stay continuously for seven years in Hong Kong have the possibility to be granted permanent residency, migrant domestic workers are ineligible for this status under the Immigration Ordinance.

Question 3

Please describe the main challenges and barriers identified in the country or countries in which your organisation works to ensuring the human rights of migrant domestic workers victims of contemporary forms of slavery. Please also specify any global trends that you are aware of.

Without legislation criminalising forced labour or trafficking for the purpose of forced labour, migrant domestic workers who are victims of contemporary forms of slavery are restricted to pursuing other types of claims. Technically, migrant domestic workers are able to leave their employers if they are in an abusive or exploitative situation but there are a number of barriers to obtaining redress. Like other employees in Hong Kong, migrant domestic workers are able to pursue claims against their employers in the Labour Tribunal, the Small Claims Tribunal or even the courts, depending on the nature of their claim. However, migrant domestic workers who stay on to seek legal redress after their contracts end or are terminated are generally not allowed to work. They must also apply and pay HK$160 each time for a discretionary visa extension of stay and must cover their own living costs to support themselves.

There are also barriers for migrant domestic workers to accessing international protection. The 1951 Refugee Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol do not apply to Hong Kong.
Hong Kong only affords non-refoulement protection but not full refugee protection to successful claimants. The substantiation rate of non-refoulement claims is as low as 0.7%. One has to be liable to removal to be allowed to make a claim. In other words, migrant domestic workers have to overstay and become 'illegal' to make a claim, which means a loss of permission to work and income and a risk of jeopardizing their chances of securing a visa to work in Hong Kong again.

Screening for contemporary forms of slavery at various platforms through which victims may seek protection is inadequate. There is no known human trafficking screening in the Unified Screening Mechanism for handling non-refoulement claims, the Labour Tribunal or the Small Claims Tribunal. For example, the Hong Kong Government maintains no data about the number of non-refoulement claims made on human trafficking grounds.

Question 4

A. Please elaborate on any specific violence, threats of violence, abuse or harassment faced by migrant women and girls who are in situation of domestic servitude.

B. Please elaborate on any other human rights violation faced by migrant women and girls who are in situation of domestic servitude (including, for example, their right to health, water, housing, freedom of movement, freedom of association, etc.).

7.7% of migrant domestic worker respondents in Justice Centre’s research on the prevalence of forced labour and human trafficking for the purpose of forced labour amongst migrant domestic workers indicated that they had been threatened by their employers. Threats included wage deductions, the confiscation of mobile phones, cutting off access to the household phones and the internet, yelling, screaming, calling them with degrading language, withholding food, the confiscation of passports. Respondents also reported sexual abuse, restricted freedom of movement outside of the house, not getting enough to eat, not being allowed to take her shower inside the house, being told to wear a certain

---


A former migrant domestic worker client of Justice Centre reported that she had to tell her employer when she was menstruating and would not be allowed prepare food for the employers.

A survey conducted by NGO Mission for Migrant Workers found that 43% of surveyed migrant domestic workers had no private room, 2% slept in a kitchen, toilet or warehouse.36

Question 5

Please elaborate on the challenges faced by migrant women and girls who are at the risk of or who are already under conditions of domestic servitude to obtain protection against their human rights violations.

Please see response to Question 3.

Question 6

Please elaborate on the specific situation of migrant women and girls in domestic servitude, taking into consideration factors that might contribute to their increased vulnerability to contemporary forms of slavery, including poverty, identification to minority groups, indigenous people, age, and caste.

Justice Centre estimates that 17% of migrant domestic workers in Hong Kong are working in conditions of forced labour. Of these 14% had been trafficking into the situation.37 The majority of migrant domestic workers in forced labour are young women under 30 years old, who are on their first contract, having secured it outside of Hong Kong in their home country. Indonesian migrant domestic workers are far more likely (70.5% more) to be in a situation of forced labour than non-Indonesians. The most significant factor determining whether migrant domestic workers are likely to be in forced labour related to their debt burden. Migrant domestic workers with excessive debt burden (where debt level is equal to or more than 30% of annual income) were six times more likely to be in forced labour than those without high debt.38

Question 7

Please detail any examples of good practice in relation to protecting, identifying and rescuing migrant women and girls in situation of domestic servitude. This might include actions and initiatives taken by governments, civil society organizations, international organizations, media outlets, employers, individuals, survivors, etc.

---

35 Justice Centre Hong Kong, Coming Clean, p. 45-47.
37 Justice Centre Hong Kong, Coming Clean.
38 Ibid.
There are initiatives carried out by civil society organisations, international organisations, employers, survivors and individuals to assist migrant women and girls who are potential victims of domestic servitude. However, Justice Centre has not conducted research on these initiatives and is therefore not in a position to give a nuanced response to this question.

Question 8

Please describe any challenges identified in ensuring that migrant women and girls who are survivors of domestic servitude have access to justice?

There is no comprehensive definition of “human trafficking” in domestic legislation although this has been recommended by the Committee against Torture in its concluding observations on Hong Kong in February 2016.39 There is no definition of “forced labour” either. In the absence of such definitions, law enforcement agencies and government departments are restricted to enforcing laws against the constituent elements of human trafficking rather than the overarching result. For example, the confiscation of passports can be prosecuted as the “unlawful custody of personal valuables” but the exploitation of a worker which results from the confiscation of the passport cannot be prosecuted. Reported cases of migrant domestic workers being asked or even deceived or coerced into illegal work in other jurisdictions such as Mainland China were handled as potential commission of offences such as conspiracy to defraud.40

The Government has recently introduced the Action Plan to Tackle Trafficking in Persons and Enhance Protection of Foreign Domestic Helpers.41 However, the Action Plan does not include plans to introduce a definition of “exploitation” or “forced labour” or legislation against forced labour. It is unclear what threshold will be employed by the Government in determining if and when exploitation or forced labour and therefore trafficking occurs. In addition, the Action Plan does not entail any legal obligations or accountability on behalf of the Government. Finally, it is unclear how the Government will consider when to “grant immunity from prosecution to victims.” A recent case highlighted in the media involved the prosecution and conviction of a migrant domestic worker who reported to the Immigration Department that her employer was asking her to clean her employer’s office (illegal deployment) for conspiring to

41 Hong Kong Government, Action Plan to Tackle Trafficking in Persons and Enhance Protection of Foreign Domestic Helpers.
contravene the conditions of stay. The risk of prosecution for offences committed as a result of being exploited and/or a victim of trafficking is likely to deter migrant domestic workers and other victims of trafficking from reporting offences, negating the efforts outlined in the Action Plan.

Question 9

Please describe any projects delivered by your organisation or other civil society organisations to ensure protection of the human rights of migrant domestic workers victims of contemporary forms of slavery.

Justice Centre provides legal and psychosocial support for migrant domestic workers who are potential victims of contemporary forms of slavery to seek protection.

Justice Centre is also facilitating the engagement of the Hong Kong UPR Coalition, a coalition of NGOs that work to protect and promote human rights in Hong Kong, with the Universal Periodic Review as it relates to Hong Kong. A Steering Committee has been formed to guide the Coalition. The objective is to bring civil society organisations that are concerned about various issues together to promote human rights through the Universal Periodic Review. The joint civil society submission of the Coalition covers human trafficking as well as civil and political rights, economic, social and cultural rights, equality and non-discrimination, children’s rights, the rights of refugees and asylum seekers and other issues. The Coalition has had individual meetings with many Consulates in Hong Kong and a number of Embassies in Beijing as well as one diplomatic roundtable held with the European Union Office to Hong Kong and Macao, with a view to securing recommendations specifically for Hong Kong in the Third Cycle UPR session on China, including Hong Kong and the Macau Administrative Region, in November 2018. It has engaged with some of the sending countries of migrant domestic workers to discuss human trafficking and forced labour issues. A number of States have expressed interest in potentially making recommendations about human trafficking for Hong Kong. Apart from engagement with States, the Coalition also engages with the Hong Kong Government, the Legislative Council of Hong Kong and promote awareness of its work through social and traditional media. The Coalition’s UPR submission and more information about its work are available at http://www.justicecentre.org.hk/policy-advocacy/universal-periodic-review/.

We are also a founding member of the Civil Society Anti-Human Trafficking Task Force Hong Kong, which seeks to enhance coordination and information sharing on counter-trafficking efforts and to increase the collective protection of victims.

---

42 I-Cable, "等候發落的外傭", 19 March 2018, available at http://cblenews.i-cable.com/ci/videopage/program/122506638/%E6%96%B0%E8%81%99%E5%88%BA%E9%87%9D/%E7%AD%89%E5%80%99%E7%99%BC%E8%90%BD%E7%9A%84%E5%A4%96%E5%82%AD/, accessed on 14 May 2018.
Question 10

Please provide any research, data or other information that your organisation has produced or is aware of relating to the protection of domestic workers victims of contemporary forms of slavery.

Examples of the recent civil society research studies include:


For any questions, please contact our Research and Policy Officer Annie Li (annie@justicecentre.org.hk).

**About Justice Centre Hong Kong**

Justice Centre Hong Kong is a non-profit human rights organisation working to protect the rights of Hong Kong’s most vulnerable forced migrants: refugees, other people seeking protection, and survivors of torture, human trafficking and forced labour.

For more information please visit: www.justicecentre.org.hk